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FROM BAVARIA
TO BRAMPTON.
Policaro BMW is the epitome of the BMW brand. Our
60,000 square-foot, world-class facility located in
Brampton, in the 410 Mayfield Auto Mall is home to a
22-car showroom, an 18-bay service centre and the
most dedicated and passionate BMW experts this side
of Germany.
Visit our exclusive BMW M showroom or browse the
latest vehicles, accessories and BMW lifestyle items.
Relax in our upscale Bavaria Lounge by world renowned
designer Ferris Rafauli or improve your swing using our
Golf Simulator.
Offsite, the BMW experience continues with our
motorsport division and the BMW M235iR, in
partnership with SCB Racing in this years CTCC
(Canadian Touringcar Championship) in the ST class.
Experience the BMW brand at Policaro BMW.
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Membership in BMW Trillium allows you to:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Sign up for a variety of club events (see below)
Participate in the events of BMW clubs throughout North
America
Receive our excellent Contact magazine, published quarterly
Receive discounts and benefits from dealers and other retailers
as posted on our website
Receive an additional 2% discount (over and above all dealer
discounts) on your next BMW purchase (must be a Club
member for a minimum of 12 consecutive months)
Meet a lot of great, like-minded people!

We run a wide variety of high quality, top educational value events such
as: Advanced Driving Schools, Race Schools, Street Survival Schools,
AutoSlalom competition series, Concourse events, Fun Rallies, Wine
Tours, Social Events and our Annual Christmas Party.
BMW Trillium Club is a non-profit, volunteer run club that exists to
actively promote the varied interests of BMW owners and enthusiasts
from across southern Ontario in the spirit of fun, friendship, and safety.
While the purpose of the club has been mainly to bring together people
who have a keen interest in the BMW brand, we welcome all motoring
enthusiasts.
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President’s Message –
Spring Issue 2017
I would like to
open by wishing all
our members all the
best for 2017!
Trillium had a banner year in 2016! We
held 5 Advanced Driving Schools, a Club
Racing School, 6 Auto Slalom events, a
Street Survival School, a BMW Club Race,
a wine tour, a fun rally, 3 car shows, the
BMW Corral, driving tours, social events
culminating in the year-end Christmas
party, karting, and lots more! The Club also
supported various charities in the GTA.
As you are well aware, the Club is a
not-for-profit organization, and every one
of the numerous people who work hard
to organize the various events are all
volunteers who donate their time to make
the Club a better place for all of us! A big
thank you to the team for all the work
leading to a superb 2016, and we look
forward to an even better 2017! The list
of Board members and event coordinators is on the first page of the magazine; if
you see any of these folks, please be sure
to give them a pat on the back – they all
work really hard for you!
The objectives of the team at Trillium are
to bring our members the highest quality
events which are run in a professional
manner and to promote the BMW brand.
No other organization waves the BMW flag
as high as we do!
For 2017 the Club is pleased to welcome
the participation and sponsorship of
Policaro BMW and Pfaff BMW. You will be
seeing lots of these folks at Club events.
Please take the time to speak with them:
they have incredible knowledge about all
things BMW and will take care of your
needs.
Our 2017 season kicks off with the
one-day indoor Instructor Training Program
on April 23rd, followed a few days later

by the first Advanced Driving School
(Apr 28-30). The annual BMWCCA Club
Racing School will also be held on this
weekend. Starting in April, we will be very
busy indeed for the rest of the year! Please
make sure you join in the fun!
For those of you who have not yet
renewed your membership for 2017, the
Club has a new web site. If you have not
previously renewed/joined on the new web
site, you will need to “join the club” again!
Please go to the new web site
www.soBMW.ca (alternative URL
which takes you to the same place is
www.trilliumbmwclub.ca).
The Club is mailing this issue of Contact
to all members (current and not-renewed)
as a courtesy. Future issues will be mailed
to current members only. The editing/
graphics/printing/mailing is paid for by the
membership fees, so please renew now
and help your Club continue to bring this
great publication to your mailbox.
Also new for 2017: All 1-year memberships expire in December of the same
year in which they were purchased, so
there is no advantage to holding off on
your renewal. Membership fees are not
pro-rated. You can optionally purchase a
multi-year membership at a discount.
And lastly, at every event, whether a
driving school, auto slalom, social event, or
other event, I have made a point of walking
around and meeting our members. You will
be impressed by the incredibly friendly and
helpful people who are the members of
our Club! The Club is more about relationships than it is about cars; our common
passion is certainly the cars and the activities in which we partake, but once we get
to know each other, incredible friendships
form! I am proud to be a part of the group
that is all of you!
Isi Papadopoulos

Have an article you’d like to submit or an idea for content in our magazine?
We’d love to read it! Please submit all ideas/articles to: editor@trilliumbmwclub.ca
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Any questions or concerns can be sent
via email to info@trilliumbmwclub.ca
BMW Clubs of Canada, Trillium Chapter is a not for
profit club. All ideas and opinions are those of the
writers and no authentication or approval is implied
by the editor or publisher. We assume no liability
for information contained in the magazine and that
Contact remains the exclusive rights of reproduction
in printed or electronic media for any text or photographs submitted. We reserve the right to refuse
publication, edit or modify any material and hold
such material for an indeterminate period.

Interested in advertising?
Please contact us via email,
advertising@trilliumbmwclub.ca

Advanced
Driving School
With Knowledge Comes Power

Spend a weekend with us and you will gain both.
Are you interested in improving your car control skills? Have you always wanted to drive on a world renowned
track? Searching for one-on-one instruction? Looking to be a part of a professional, accredited organization?
Join us in 2017 at CTMP (Mosport) Grand Prix Track
Beginners • Intermediate • Advanced Students Welcome

April 28-30
September 8-10

June 9-11
October 20-22

For more information visit

soBMW.ca • trilliumbmwclub.ca
www.soBMW.ca — Spring 2017
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The
Appealing
M240i
by Laurence Yap

FROM THE OUTSIDE, it’s tough to tell that the BMW
M240i is anything special. It looks pretty much identical
to its predecessor, the M235i, which itself was an anonymous-looking two-door coupe, save for a couple of M
aerodynamic bits, 18” wheels, and a flash of blue brake
calipers peeking through from behind them. Look past
the looks, though, and you discover a tight, powerful, refreshingly analog speed demon - and certainly one of the
greatest performance-car bargains, at any price.
The M240i’s appeal doesn’t come from one specific
attribute; it’s the way the engine, gearbox, brakes,
suspension, equipment, and overall platform all come
together to form a cohesive, perfectly-conceived whole
that makes it so appealing.
High up on the list of pluses for me is its size, which
is just perfect for the city. It has plenty of room up front
for driver and passenger to be comfortable on long trips,
with a huge range of seat adjustability, generous headand elbow-room, and the back seats are habitable for
adults as well. The car’s conservative, almost sedan-like
roofline contributes to surprising headroom, and rear-seat
riders still get their own set of air vents and a good view
out. All this, plus a trunk that will easily swallow a pair of
large suitcases and a couple of soft bags, is packed into
a package that’s small, nimble on urban roads, easy to
see out of, and incredibly easy to park thanks to a tight
turning circle and fast steering.
While the M240i doesn’t have a hatchback - or rear
doors, like the Audi S3 or Volkswagen Golf R that you’d
continued on next page
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most likely cross-shop it with - its tight
exterior dimensions and big interior
make it similarly versatile as an everyday
driver, and on longer trips, or a winding
road, its chassis setup endows it with
a level of stability, maturity, and ride
comfort that only rear-wheel drive can
deliver. Despite its sporting setup, the
two-stage adjustable dampers give a
smooth, refined ride, and road and wind
noise are hushed. The standard M sport
seats are terrific, too, with great support
and adjustable side bolsters that you
can relax for long cruises or tighten up
for when you want to play.
Playing is something you will definitely
want to do in the M240i, especially in with
the “base” model’s front-engine, rearwheel drive setup and knuckly six-speed
manual transmission. One of the few
vehicles left on the market to offer this
drivetrain combination, the M240i telepathically dives into corners as you
roll your wrists at the steering wheel, its
feel uncorrupted by drive forces pushing
through the front wheels. Even on Pirelli
SottoZero 3 winter tires, it generates
huge levels of grip, and while it will only
start sliding from the rear if you’re overly
aggressive, the little BMW’s cornering
attitude is easy to tweak using little lifts
and pokes at the throttle, giving its driving
experience a satisfyingly old-school, in-
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teractive quality missing from many more
technically-advanced all-wheel drive
performance cars. In terms of outright
speed and ability, those cars might well
out-corner and out-drive the M240i, but
they can’t deliver the same level of connection.
The M240i is hardly lacking technology; it has a twin-scroll turbo strapped
to its inline-six, it has a sport mode that
invokes tighter steering, more aggressive
damping, and it has a full suite of safety
systems including ABS, dynamic traction
control, electronic stability control, and
more. But in this car - particularly in a
base car - they play a supporting role to
the balanced chassis’ superb dynamics,
powerful, easy-to-modulate brakes, and
charismatic engine.
While it may share its 3.0-litre displacement with the old M235i, the
M240i’s “B58” engine is in fact a whole
new animal, one of the company’s new
line of M Performance engines. Fitted
with a single, twin-scroll turbo, it now
generates 335 hp, up from 322, and a
whopping 369 lb-ft of torque, the same
as the much-more-expensive and exotic
M2. At very low, parking-lot speeds, the
new engine feels a little less torquey
than its predecessor, but once you’re
past about 1,500 rpm, it really comes on
strong. The new engine has a noticeably

more turbocharged feel, and that, plus
the lovely metallic rasp from the exhaust,
makes the M240i feel a lot more special,
more like a real BMW M car. And despite
the small on-paper power differences, it
feels significantly faster than the M235i,
for almost exactly the same money.
At just $45,200 for a rear-drive,
six-speed manual like this example,
there’s very little that can touch the
M240i for power, performance, poise
and pure fun factor. A Volkswagen Golf
R or Audi S3 offer similar speed, more
technology, but less interactivity, while
any number of comparably-priced cars
from many luxury brands - including
BMW - give you more features but far
less speed, and infinitely less fun.
You can, of course, load up an M240i
with xDrive all-wheel drive, an eightspeed automatic transmission (which
is, remarkably, even faster than the
manual), wide-screen navigation system
and upgraded iDrive, but none of those
upgrades enhances the car’s driving
enjoyment. Stay away from that very
tempting options list - BMW very cleverly
lists options on its website by how many
extra dollars they’ll run you every month,
making it easy to balloon the MSRP by
thousands - and the M240i is one of the
car world’s greatest performance-car
bargains.

A Parent’s Perspective on the
Street Survival School
By Karen and Doug Funnell

“Go mom”. “Itami frivin”. “Driving”.
These were the messages I received
from my daughter while she was driving
the “Distracted Driving” portion of the
Tire Rack Street Survival School last
year in Toronto. She was trying to type
“Hi mom. I am driving”, and told me afterwards how difficult it was to focus on
the keyboard and negotiate the series of
pylons that outlined where she was to
go at the same time. This was just one
of many important lessons learned over
the course of the day.
We enrolled both our son Matt and
daughter Joanne in the program, and
while they had a lot of fun, they also
learned a lot about what our car can do
in an emergency situation, as well as
how to avoid those situations. Starting
with emergency braking and learning
how the ABS brakes feel, they then did
slalom courses, skid pad driving – once in
a circle and again in a figure 8 – followed
by high speed cornering, emergency
lane change accident avoidance, and
finishing with the distracted driving
scenario. They shared the same in-car
coach, whom they said was “amazing”
and “very positive”, always encouraging

them to test their limits and those of the
car, in a safe environment, where they
could learn the proper techniques to
keeping the car in control.
The demonstrations of blowing up an
air bag (VERY LOUD) and sitting inside
a transport trailer truck to see for themselves just how difficult it is for truck
drivers to see vehicles around them,
were both very enlightening. Classroom
sessions with trainers, an insurance
company representative and a police
officer were also very informative.
This was probably the best $75 per
child we have ever spent, and we highly
recommend the program. Thanks are
extended to the Porsche and BMW
clubs and all the many volunteers and
sponsors that put on this excellent
learning opportunity!

Image of Karen’s phone

Editor’s Note:
See the ad on page 14
for information about this
year’s schools on
May 28 and Nov. 5.
Register early!

Joanne driving the slalom course
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Policaro BMW gears up for
2017 racing season with
SCB Racing and Policaro Motorsport
by Francesco Policaro

FROM THE MOMENT BMW began making motorcycles and cars back in the
early 1920s, people have been taking them to track to try to outpace their friends
and opponents. To this day, the BMW marquee is synonymous with performance
and motorsport.
Policaro BMW has the pleasure and honour of carrying on the tradition of BMW
racing with Policaro Motorsport and Sports Car Boutique’s SCB Racing. As one
of the GTA’s leading automotive retail groups known for strong performance and
industry leading customer satisfaction, the Policaro Automotive Family and their
continued on next page
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motorsport division are revving up for
the 2017 race season in partnership with
Sports Car Boutique’s SCB Racing, forwarding a BMW M235iR for entry into the
2017 Canadian Touring Car Championship in the ST Class.
SCB Racing, now in its seventh
season, will look to 22-year-old engineering student, racer and former Formula
1600 and Formula 1600 Super Series
National champion, Michael Adams, to
pilot the team in the #58 BMW. Hailing
from Courtice, Ontario, Adams has
racing in his blood, with both parents
being former road racing champions.
“I am thrilled to make the move to the
Canadian Touring Car Championship with
Sports Car Boutique and Policaro BMW,”
says Adams. “The M235i platform looks
like a very competitive package and I
can’t wait for the snow to clear and make
some laps.”
Indeed, with the season just around
the corner, BMW enthusiasts across
the nation will be readying their prized
vehicles for the road and track. Just like
the original BMW R32 Motorbike, which
was entered into competition in 1924
and found immediate success, and the
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entire BMW M Division, which launched
in ‘60s and changed the brand’s outlook
on racing forever, the BMWs of today
have performance at their very core.

“It’s an
exciting
time for
the entire
industry”
The team is one of the first to bring
the BMW M235iR into competition in
Canada, and with the leadership of Ilker
Starck, a racing veteran and co-founder of the thriving automotive parts and
service company Sports Car Boutique,
they hope to build on their and the
Policaro Motorsport’s previous success.
The M235iR will also be at various track
day events throughout the year, allowing
customers the opportunity to check out
the unique BMW first hand.

“It’s an exciting time for the entire
industry,” says Francesco Policaro of the
Policaro Automotive Family. “Automotive
retail is changing, becoming more experiential and even more directed toward
performance. We understand that motorsport is good for our business, good for
the brand, and good for our customers.”
Along with partner Alegra Motorsports,
Policaro Motorsport has earned several
accolades in various divisions over the
past few years, including the Ultra 94
Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge Canada
by Yokohama Team Championship in
2015 and 2016, as well as the Driver
Championship for the Platinum Class in
2016. Teaming up with SCB Racing to
bring their expertise behind the wheel of
a BMW represents another fantastic opportunity to develop the Policaro Motorsport division and bring more excitement
and value to their customers.
To learn more about Policaro BMW
and SCB Racing’s 2017 events and
how to get involved, visit
www.policaromotorsport.com

Making your first experience
at a BMW club
high performance driving
school a success!

by Steve Gailits

You’ve made the decision to try a high performance driving school –
great choice!! To make it an experience to remember, and hopefully get
you returning for many more, here are a few tips to help:
1. Read all the literature sent to you by the club.
2.	Ensure that the technical inspection report of your car has been completed
by a licensed mechanic. (Key points: brake fluid replacement within
previous 6 months and brake pad thickness of at least 50% on all wheels).
3. 	Consider weather conditions and bring appropriate clothing for rain, cold
or sunny weather. (Note: no short pants or sandals allowed while driving).
4.	Check time and location for registration and first general meeting – these
are mandatory and failure to be on time may result in loss of your first track
session.
5.	Ensure all loose items in the car, (floor, back seat, trunk) are removed prior
to your track day.
6.	Try to make contact with your instructor prior to the event to work out easy
identifiers to help find each other (i.e. colour of his/her car, where he/she
would be parked).
7.	Provide a list of any modifications or performance improvements done to
your car to your instructor.
8.	Talk to your instructor about tire pressures and make sure your wheel bolts
have been properly torqued (tire pressure should be increased to ensure
better handling of the car on the track).
9.	Remember the high performance driving school includes dinner at the
event centre and an opportunity to meet other participants.
10.	Take part in the track walk at the end of the day conducted by Derek
Hanson, Chief Instructor, to see and understand elevation changes, pitch
of the track and know the track better for your next day.
Remember to ask questions, your instructor is there to guide you through
the two days. And, as you learn the limits of your car and become a
better driver – have fun!!

Four-Time
North American
C-Modified
Champions

BMW Service,
Modification & Motorsport
Driver Coaching
and Race Prep

Motorsport Dealer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom Chromalloy cages
& half-cages
Complete chassis fabrication &
setup
Engine building - street, track &
race
AiM digital dashboards
& data loggers
Brakes - AP Racing, Pagid & PFC
Carbon fiber & composite parts
Safety - seats, harnesses
& nets
APEX race wheels - slicks &
tires
Aero - wings, splitters
& diffusers
AMSOIL lubricants

www.ravenperformance.com
905-477-1800
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driver training
that saves lives!

DRIVER	
  TRAINING	
  THAT	
  SAVES	
  LIVES
Targe3ng	
  Drivers	
  with	
  <10	
  Years’	
  Experience	
  
targeting drivers with less than 10 Years’ experience

www.soBMW.ca

S!	
  

Spring 2017 Street Survival School
Sunday May 28, 2017
at Powerade Centre in Brampton

Registration: http://msreg.com/gta-trss-201701

Fall 2017 Street Survival School
Sunday Nov 5, 2017
at IBM, 8200 Warden Ave, Markham
14 CONTACT
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Registration: http://msreg.com/gta-trss-201702

2017 Wine Tour and Navigation
Fun Rally Weekend
OUR MEMBERS HAVE thoroughly enjoyed the wine tour and fun
rally activities, which have been held in the Niagara escarpment area
and Niagara Wine region over the past several years.
Building on the previous years’ experiences, we are further
improving our offerings for this fun filled and exciting two-day program
for couples, friends and families. You can expect new routes, new
wineries in the Prince Edward County area and lower prices to attract
those who have been missing out so far. Mark your calendar for
September 30th - October 1st, 2017.
Registration will be starting in May, so keep an eye out for our
email announcement. For pre-registration or questions, you can
contact Zoltan Ruppert at zruppert@yahoo.ca.

Mark your calendars:

September 30 to
October 1

www.soBMW.ca — Spring 2017
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MUNICH. To coincide with the premiere of the new
BMW 5 Series range, BMW M GmbH is bringing out
a sporty BMW M Performance version of the world’s
most successful business sedan. For the time being
at least, the new BMW M550i xDrive will assume
the status of range-topper in the new BMW 5 Series
line-up. Boasting a mighty M Performance TwinPower
Turbo engine, BMW xDrive intelligent all-wheel drive
with rear-wheel bias and a bespoke M Performance
chassis set-up, the new BMW M550i xDrive can be
classed as both a four-door sports car and the most
dynamic business sedan around. With its abundant
torque reserves and high-revving characteristics,
the V8 power unit serves up a matchless blend of
supreme performance, wonderfully precise driving
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dynamics and uncompromised everyday usability.
This all helps the new BMW M550i xDrive to set the
pace in its segment and turn each and every drive into
an exhilarating experience.

State-of-the-art high-performance
engine melds power with efficiency.
The new BMW M550i xDrive is the first
BMW 5 Series M Performance model to be powered
by a petrol engine, namely a specifically modified
M Performance TwinPower Turbo eight-cylinder unit
with a displacement of 4.4 litres. The V8 is equipped
with two twin-scroll turbochargers and features the
High Precision Injection direct injection system, Val-

BMW M550i xDrive
sets the pace

vetronic fully variable valve timing and Double-VANOS
variable camshaft control. This all adds up to an output
of 340 kW/462 hp* at 5,500 rpm* (fuel consumption combined: 8.9 l/100 km [31.7 mpg imp]; CO2
emissions combined: 204 g/km)** and peak torque of
650 Nm (479 lb‑ft)* that can be summoned from just
1,800 rpm*.
The state-of-the-art, high-performance engine
comes with all the dynamic credentials expected of
a BMW M Performance Automobile, propelling the
BMW M550i xDrive from 0 to 100 km/h (62 mph) in
4.0 seconds, then on to an electronically limited top
speed of 250 km/h (155 mph). At the same time, the
new V8 engine also demonstrates the exceptional efficiency of the M Performance TwinPower Turbo tech-

nology. The new BMW M550i xDrive already complies
with the exacting EU6c emissions standard.

Steptronic Sport transmission and
BMW xDrive intelligent all-wheel drive.
Drive transfer in the most powerful BMW 5 Series
Sedan is, at present, handled by the standard-fit
Steptronic Sport eight-speed transmission, which
plays a significant role in the superb dynamics of the
BMW M550i xDrive. The M Performance configuration
of the shift modes has been tailored to the characteristics of the V8 engine, with distinctly sporty gear
changes and more instantaneous downshifts across
continued on next page
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the entire rev range, and serves to enrich
the thrilling driving experience. For an
even sharper sporting edge, the eightspeed Steptronic Sport transmission can
also be operated using the shift paddles
on the steering wheel. The transmission
itself helps to cut fuel consumption and
emissions thanks to its compact design,
low weight and optimised efficiency.
The BMW xDrive all-wheel-drive system
in the BMW M550i xDrive splits drive
power between all four wheels as the
situation demands – intelligently and with
a rear-wheel bias. BMW xDrive is thereby
key to delivering two intrinsic elements
of the trademark M Performance driving
experience under all conditions: superlative driving performance and extremely
precise handling. And when the adaptive
M Sport suspension (lowered by 10 millimetres) is added to the equation, along
with either the standard 19-inch M lightalloy wheels in Cerium Grey metallic
matt or the optional*** 20-inch light-alloy wheels (in an exclusive design, also
painted in the Cerium Grey metallic matt
finish), the result is tremendous handling
stability and optimum traction, come
what may.
In addition, the power steering with
M-specific responses in the SPORT and
SPORT+ settings serves to highlight the
crisp handling and precise driving properties of the sportiest representative yet
of the new-generation BMW 5 Series.
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Steering commands are executed with
pinpoint accuracy and the driver receives
the sort of feedback that guarantees
immense driving pleasure when powering
along twisty sections of road. The performance-enhancing specification of the
BMW M550i xDrive is completed to perfection by the
M Sport brakes with brake callipers
in Blue metallic and M badging, which
combine outstanding stopping power
with excellent feel.

Sporty looks with exclusive
M Performance equipment
features.
The
exterior
of
the
new
BMW M550i xDrive boldly expresses
the sedan’s dynamic performance capabilities, while also underlining its
status as the flagship model in the new
BMW 5 Series range. The M aerodynamic package, including an M rear
spoiler with Gurney flap on the boot lid,
accentuates the sporty, dynamic lines
of the new BMW 5 Series, at the same
time as optimising the airflow around and
over the car. The exterior mirror caps, the
kidney grille surround, the special M Performance bars on the front air intake
and the two Air Breathers at the sides all
sport the exclusive Cerium Grey metallic
finish, while the high-gloss Shadow Line
trim around the windows gives added

impact to the dynamic business sedan’s
undeniably sporty appearance. An
M sports exhaust system – with exclusive
tailpipe embellishers in Black chrome
on the left and right – is responsible for
producing the unmistakable and rousing
BMW M soundtrack.
Illuminated door sills bearing the inscription “M550i xDrive” beckon passengers into the interior, where M sports
seats upholstered in Black Dakota
leather with blue contrast stitching, the
latest version of the M sports steering
wheel, M design floor mats and special
interior trim strips and pedals made from
aluminium combine to create the aura of
sporting exclusivity that is a hallmark of
all BMW M Performance Automobiles.

Driver assistance systems
take the hard work out of
routine tasks.
Just like the other models in the latestgeneration BMW 5 Series line-up, the
BMW M550i xDrive also offers an even
wider choice of assistance systems
to help the driver, if desired. These
include an evasion aid, crossing traffic
warning system and active Lane Change
Warning, which uses steering inputs to
avert an impending collision. The optionally available Active Cruise Control
(ACC) and Lane Keeping Assistant now
feature extended functionality. And In-

telligent Speed Limit Assist, which
allows speed limits to be automatically
imported into the cruise control system,
likewise represents another step along
the road to automated driving for the
BMW M550i xDrive.

Forging an even closer link
between man, machine and
the outside world.
The latest generation of the BMW 5
Series enables close-knit connectivity
between the driver, vehicle and outside
world thanks to BMW Connected. This
new system links up devices such as
smartphones, smartwatches, computers
and tablets, as well as the vehicle’s navigation system, via the BMW servers.
This, then, is highly intelligent technology. Indeed, it is capable of identifying
movement patterns as well as personal
preferences, turning it into a de facto
personal mobility manager that helps
users to overcome with ease the increasingly complex challenges of day-to-day
mobility. Before the journey has even
started, BMW Connected automatically
factors in Real Time Traffic Information
(RTTI) for route-planning purposes, and
recommends departing earlier if a detour
has to be made due to traffic hold-ups.
And although BMW Connected uses
the vehicle’s location as the basis for
calculating the route in the usual way,
it takes the BMW driver’s whereabouts
into account too. The new system also
merges the functions and services of
the familiar BMW Remote app and
BMW Connected app. Plus, users are
able to access products such as ParkNow
for digitised reservation and payment of
parking spaces, not to mention the intelligent On-Street Parking Information
feature, which identifies the areas of a
town where drivers are most likely to find
a free parking spot. And if the optional
Remote Parking system is specified, the
BMW 5 Series Sedan can be manoeuvred into even the tightest spaces from
outside the vehicle with the help of the
car key. Last but not least, once the
car has been parked, BMW Connected
helps to guide users to their final destination on foot.

Sportiness and everyday
usability in perfect harmony.
The BMW M Performance Auto-

mobiles are exclusive products from
BMW M GmbH and slot in between the
top-of-the-range standard BMW models
and the core M models built for maximum
performance. “We develop the BMW M
Performance Automobiles for customers
who are seeking very sporty driving characteristics yet do not wish to sacrifice
any of their BMW’s everyday practicality,”
explains Frank van Meel, CEO of BMW
M GmbH. “The experience and expertise
garnered by BMW M in the world of
motor sport and the development of
high-performance sports cars are also
channelled into the development of our
BMW M Performance Automobiles. The
sales success clearly demonstrates that
we are on the right track. When you take
a look at the BMW AG model portfolio,
you will notice that not every model series
includes a BMW M Performance Automobile. We will expand our product range

wisely and close any gaps in the line-up
strategically.”
The
model
portfolio
currently
comprises the 3-door BMW M140i,
3-door BMW M140i xDrive, 5-door
BMW M140i, 5-door BMW M140i
xDrive, BMW M240i Coupe, BMW
M240i xDrive Coupe, BMW M240i Convertible, BMW M240i xDrive Convertible, BMW M550d xDrive Touring,
BMW X4 M40i, BMW X5 M50d,
BMW X6 M50d and BMW M760Li xDrive.
The new BMW M550i xDrive is
scheduled to join the existing model
line-up in March 2017.
* Provisional performance data.
** Fuel consumption figures are provisional, based
on the EU test cycle and may vary depending on
the tire format specified.
*** Scheduled to be available from 07/ 2017.
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Trillium BMW Club is YOUR Club; is run entirely by volunteers, and is a “not-for-profit” organization.
Nobody is paid. Our volunteers put in many hours to make the Club a better place for every member!
Please consider volunteering some of your time. Volunteers are needed for a variety of activities,
ranging from helping out at Advanced Driving School weekends, Auto-Slalom events, Street Survival
Schools, Race weekends and Fun rallies to helping out with the massive work effort that goes on
behind the scenes to make this Club work and to offer the many activities that we do for our members.
Even the “little” activities that sometimes are taken for granted could not be run without volunteers; things such as helping with cones at the skid pad, helping at registration, etc. If you can donate
some time on a ADS weekend, or a SSS weekend, the little things will run a lot smoother!
The Club also supports various charities, such as Big Brothers Big Sisters, Hospital for Sick Children,
Heart House Hospice, Adam’s Dream Fund and others.
Your volunteering in the Club will not only introduce you to the over one-thousand great people
who make up this Club, but will also go a long way to helping out the communities in which we live.
For more information on volunteering, please contact Janice Stone, janicedorazio@yahoo.ca

Reader’s
Rides
If you’re reading this, odds are you like, (and in some
cases love), cars. We all have our individual stories and
Contact is looking for cars to profile. First car? Project
car? A car that you’ve kept on life support way too long.

Have an interesting story? Send an email to editor@trilliumbmwclub.ca
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Reader’s Rides
by John Estevez

ALMOST EVERY LITTLE boy has
an inherent desire to own a sports
car one day. I remember having
numerous Hot wheels and Matchbox
toy cars and I would spend hours and
hours playing with them, dreaming
about the one I might somehow have
for real when I grew up. My favourite
was always the Porsche 911 with the big whale
tail and super wide rear tires.
Fast forward to age 16 being thrown into
complete awe when I had the privilege of
sitting in the passenger seat of a 1980 911SC
Targa in a beautiful light blue metallic paint.
Boy, that was so exciting. All I kept visualizing was being behind the wheel and speeding
along a race track. That dream was short lived
when later on that evening, I walked over to
my metallic gold 1974 Chevy Nova 4 door with
front and rear bench seats — a fantastic hand
me down from my dad and my first car. It was
a great car to haul all my friends in as it served
me well throughout my high school days, still
my dream of owing a sports car never died.
Moving on to my next phase of life, university days were upon me. My dad rewarded me
with a new car. Visions of a Mazda RX7, or a
VW Golf GTI or Datsun 240Z danced around
my head. My dream car, a Porsche, could be
easily substituted by any one of those. I went
with the closest to a Porsche as possible; I
chose the GTI. It was after all German and
VW owned Porsche, so close enough. I was so
happy to show my dad what my selection was.
My dad being the sensible one, (and in the end
the one who was paying for the car), strongly
advised me on a 4 door Jetta. I wasn’t completely thrilled but grateful and happy that at
least my university career did not involve a 74
Chevy Nova.
As it happens to all of us, life takes over and
childhood dreams get shelved. Sports cars are
no longer a priority as one focuses on family
and therefore family car requirements. The 4
door sedans, the “grocery getter” mini vans or
the family transporter SUV — all great, but not
that dream car sports car that almost every
boy dreams of.
Happy birthday to me! I’m 50. I don’t need
a family car anymore. Is this true? Is my
childhood dream finally in reach? Damn right
it is.
I have the privilege of being friends with
an owner of a car dealership that sells higher
end sports cars, so I decided to pay him a visit

and begin living my dream. As I walked in,
my eyes took me directly to a gleaming 2013
Porsche Boxster S. Wow, was it ever beautiful.
I had bought it before I even sat in it much less
take it for a test drive. My dream turned into a
reality. At least that’s what I thought.
A few days after I so proudly picked up
my dream car, my wife and I went to friends’
Charlotte and Larry’s house for dinner. Larry,
a huge car nut and instructor in both the
BMW and Porsche clubs. I was so excited to
show him my new car. Little did I know that
my good friend Larry was planting the track
bug in my head. He convinced me to join the
Porsche club and take my car on the track.
I quickly signed up for an event. I couldn’t
believe that I would be taking my car to
Mosport, a track that hosted the Canadian F1

Grand Prix. A track that legends raced on and
I was going to be on it. Visions of that little
boy and his matchbox cars racing around the
living room was becoming a reality all these
years later.
I was hooked! I can’t believe the rush
of excitement that I experienced being on
the track. it was next level adrenaline. I was
thrilled to have my friend Larry be my first instructor. I came home and booked every other
event that was available.
After moving up through the ranks, I
have found myself acquiring a 2009 Porsche
Cayman S that I am presently converting into
a dedicated track car. Suspension, roll cage,
race seat, harness and the list goes on. Heck,
I’ve now also joined the BMW Trillium Club
and have been accepted into the race school.
This child hood dream just keeps on getting
better and better.
It is so thrilling for me to live out a dream I
have had since such a young age. Often when
I’m driving along the street in my car, I wilI
see a young boy and he will stop dead in his
tracks with his mouth open looking at my car.
I will see the little boy I used to be as a we
give each other a thumbs up, and I hope he’s
dreaming of his car in the future; as I drive
past thinking about where the next track will
take me.
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AUTO

SHOW

C A N A D I A N I N T E R N AT I O N A L

by Tim Storus

AS I APPROACHED the Front Street
doors of the Canadian International Auto
Show I was greeting by a B7 Alpina
parked in front of the show doors - a sure
sign this would be no ordinary show.
As someone who has been going to
the Auto Show for more than 40 years,
I think I am qualified to state: the more
things change the more they remain the
same.
Originally the Auto Show was held
at the old Automotive Building Exhibition Place at the waterfront in TO. It later
moved to an old hangar called the International Centre on Airport Road. For the
last decade it has been held in its current
location at the MTCC on Front St in TO
and occupies two large halls. At one point
it was also in a third hall, the Skydome.
The crowds are very polite and full of
dreamers. A lot of families and children
attend and I’m sure lifelong appreciations
and lust for various cars are established
in many young minds. In my case, the
cars that I saw at the old shows are now
in museums.
The crowd is also sophisticated
according to the booth hosts and
hostesses knowing lots of detail about
the cars on display.
Old guard Trillium Members, (Jacques
are you listening), lament the demise of
the original 4 and 6-cylinder M-cars and
are not very enamoured with the new
turbo cars. But considering the original
BMW 2002 tii made 125 hp compared to
modern BMW turbocharged cars putting
out multiple times that power output, I
think things are for the better.
The new areas showcased at the Auto
Show certainly focused on race car aero
technology trickling down into street
cars. (see photos).
The Aston Martin RMB-01 was on
display and certainly fit the bill. In fact,
one pundit proclaimed it to be the new
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2017 BMW M760Li
xDrive V12
Batmobile ( see photo).
Meanwhile, at the time I got to the BMW
Canada exhibit, there were a number of
stalwart members of the Trillium Chapter
in attendance drooling over the new
BMW M3 in blue with an $80k price tag
to boot. There was a premier of the 2017
BMW M760Li xDrive V12 in a frozen dark
grey colour – the best part was the V-12
emblem situated on the C pillar to let all
the world know what lurked under the
hood.
While looking at the new M235i factory
spec race car, I met John Bondar who
is the CTCC race series sponsor. He
provided me with an overview of this only
Canadian BMW race series.
There are a few BMW club racers
running “those cars” – which cars – I am
not sure in the Pirelli World Challenge in
the U.S. The son of Isi Papadopoulos
the Trillium Club President is a mechanic
for one of those teams.

Aston Martin RMB-01
w

2017 is the launch in the CTCC Series. First event is being held at
Canadian Tire Motorsport Park (CTMP) on the May 24 weekend.
5 starters Driving M235i cars include :
• RMP Competition (3 cars based in Etobicoke Ont.).
• Sport Car Boutique SBC Racing (2 cars).
32 cars in total are running in the CTCC series including Honda, Subaru,
Porsche and Acura in three classes.
The series is competitive- over the years have had 30 drivers go on from
the CTCC Series racing to race in Europe. For example, Kuno Wittmer is
BMW Factory Driver who will be competing in the 24 hours of Nürburgring.

As this is the 50th anniversary of Formula 1 in Canada, there was an impressive
display of F1 cars, including those of father and son Gilles and Jacques Villeneuve.
I happened to have started attending Mosport at the start in 1967-68 and it was a
thrill to watch all the old film footage of Mosport back in the day when the old pits
were still around. The crowds were tremendous back then with 60,000 spectators
showing up for race day and thousands camping overnight.
So in summary, the original Auto Show featured far fewer marques and models
than the new Auto Show. This vast array of manufacturers, models and option lists
makes deciding on your dream car very difficult.
www.soBMW.ca — Spring 2017
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Contact Magazine for Trillium Members
and your membership renewal
IF YOU HAVE NOT already renewed your
membership, you are encouraged to renew now.
BMW Club of Canada Trillium Chapter
publishes Contact magazine 4 times each year.
The magazine is mailed to all members whose
membership is current.
For those of you who have forgotten to
renew for 2017, this issue is being sent to you
anyway, as a gentle reminder. Please renew
your membership ASAP to ensure you receive
subsequent issues, invitations to social events
and to be eligible for BMW parts and lifestyle
discounts, along with the other benefits provided
by the Club. The membership dues fund the
publication of the magazine.
All memberships end in December of the
year you renew (unless you have renewed for
2 or more years). Memberships do not continue
through to the anniversary date of when you
join/renew, they end in December. There is no
advantage in waiting until your first driving event
to renew, it is better to renew now; it ensures
continuity in your membership.

To renew your membership, please go to the Club’s NEW web site

www.soBMW.ca
If you had a username and password
on the old web site, they will not work
on the new site, so just click “join the
club” and enter all the required information.
If you already have a user name and
password on the new site, hold the
mouse over “membership” and click
on “renew an existing membership”
and follow the directions.

Discount structures at
Pfaff BMW and Policaro BMW
for Trillium members

Your Trillium
membership
card and why
you need it

Trillium members will receive a discount at Pfaff BMW and
Policaro BMW as follows:

Isidore Papdopoulos
Once you have renewed
Member # MNO-0200
your membership for
Expiry Date: 02 12 2018
2017, you will receive a
member
membership card in the
mail a few weeks later.
Bring this card with you to all events, whether driving
related or social. The Club’s insurance requires that
all participants be current members of the Club.

sample

20%

DISCOUNT

ON

PARTS

10%

DISCOUNT

ON

LIFESTYLE
PRODUCTS

Also, the Club has arranged discounts for parts and
BMW Lifestyle products at some BMW dealerships in
the GTA and at some third-party performance shops.
You will need to show a valid Trillium membership
card to qualify for the discount.

To receive parts and BMW lifestyle products discounts, simply
go to the parts counter and present your valid membership card.

See web site for details on discounts.

This discount is over and above the best deal you can work
out with the dealership. To apply for this discount, you must
be a member for at least 12 consecutive months, and have
completed the form available on the web site.

e.g.: 10% off ECU tunes at Eurocharge with valid
membership card.
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Trillium members will also receive an additional 2% discount
on new BMW cars – does not apply to M2 and M4GTS.

BimmerWorld BMW
CCA Club Racing School
by Shaun McKenzie

I’LL START WITH an analogy. Those who are musicians will appreciate this. When students first start to learn music, we start with
“chopsticks.” You know, it’s the tune Tom Hanks played on the giant
piano at FOA Schwarz in the movie “Big”. Next, we learn to read
sheet music. Concertos crafted note by note, carefully timed and
precise. Then there’s Jazz, baby! And this is what it’s like to race
a BMW. There’s no script, and only a few key notes. It’s fast; you
improvise, you trust the cat playing next to you; and when it’s done
right, you’re in a state of mind where nothing else exists, immersed in
the singularity of the performance.

Attend the Bimmerworld BMW CCA Racing School
Sound interesting? It’s available for you. You’re invited to join the
ranks of over 500 fellow BMW CCA members who have taken the
next step in their driving experience. And you don’t need a race
car to get going. Start with attending the Bimmerworld BMW CCA
Race School. This two-day experience will give you the confidence
to master the most challenging track situations and is intended to
bridge the gap to the world of actual wheel-to-wheel competition.
You’ll experience corner passing, green-flag practice starts, driving
three-wide at speed, and a full simulated race exercise all under the
watchful eye of the Bimmerworld racing professionals and your fellow
BMW CCA Racers.
It’s not a fantasy camp. It’s the real deal. Many advanced students
and instructors attend the school just for the experience. You don’t
have to get your license. It’s an experience all by itself.

Here are the
upcoming
2017 Club Race
School Dates.

Virginia International Raceway: April 6-7,
Contact Mike Hinkley, mhink00011@aol.com

Canadian Tire Motorsport Park: April 29-30,
Contact Louis Payant, email@louispayant.com

Club Race School at MSR Cresson (Dallas):
May 5-6, Contact Bruce Heersink, spam@heersink.org
Club Race School at Summit Point (W. Va):
May 13-14, Contact: Dennis Pippy, dlpippy2012@gmail.com
Club Race School at Roebling Road (GA):
Dec 7-8, Contact Mike Hinkley, mhink00011@aol.com
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Instructor Training Program
by John Dimoff, Chief Instructor (Instructor Training)

LARRY GRZEBINSKI ASKED me to
write an article about the Instructor Training
Program for this issue of the magazine. For
those of you who don’t know Larry, he is a
lot bigger than I am so obviously I decided
to do it. So, what is this program all about?
Basically, I believe that it is comprised of
three main components:
a) First – Training new instructors.
b) Second – Education. Every year we
hold a seminar where we talk about
techniques, review survey results from
our schools and discuss various issues
that will help us be better instructors
c) Third – Continuous Improvement. On
every Friday morning of every BMW
Advanced Driving School we perform
training exercises which are designed
to improve instructor performance.
Who is eligible to become a candidate for
our Instructor Training Program? Generally,
we are looking for Group A Students who
have a minimum of two years experience
at the Advanced level. Usually this means
at least 8 to 10 schools. More specifically,
I prefer it when one of our ‘Senior’ Instructors approaches me with a name and tells
me that she or he thinks that this student
has what it takes to become a good instructor. Then I will examine that student’s
reviews and talk to other instructors who
have worked with them in the recent past.
If we are all on the same page, I invite the
student to join the program.
What are we looking for in an instructor
candidate? First, we need a person who
drives very well – probably an ‘L6’ or ‘L5
almost L6’ on the SLIP scale. We need
somebody who can easily demonstrate
advanced driving skills to their student in
a relaxed and competent manner while
discussing key elements of the driving
process. This brings me to my next point;
We need people who can communicate
effectively. To be an effective communicator, an instructor must be able to impart the
required information to his student with as
few words as possible and at a time that
will allow the student to process this information and execute the instruction. Let
me just say that performing this critical skill
well is much more difficult than it sounds.
Equally important as ‘words and timing’ is
demeanor. An instructors’ voice and tone
must be calm and well-paced. By using
his voice properly an instructor can inspire
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confidence and promote focus and relaxation in the student. The faster things are
happening outside the car, the more calm
and focused they must be inside the car.
An instructor must also be a good listener.
He or she must hear what their student
is telling them and change their input so
that it works for that particular student.
The instruction that works brilliantly for one
student may not work at all for another. I
always tell my students that if they don’t
understand something that I am trying to
teach them, they must tell me immediately.
I will try another approach and perhaps
another until they get it. Being a good instructor is ‘very’ hard work. To be good
you have to love both the process of driving
and the process of teaching. There is no
other reason that could possibly justify the
effort and commitment required. You have
to be passionate about instructing in order
to do the job well!
So what do we have so far? Driving skill;
the ability to communicate and listen effectively; the ability to analyze ‘on the fly’ so
that you can modify your input to increase
its effectiveness; passion and commitment.
I could probably go on for another page or
two, but hopefully you are beginning to understand what we want and need by now.
I’ve lost track to a certain degree, but if
I look back at the Instructor Seminars I’ve
led over the years a few of the main topics
would be:
1) What does the BMW Club expect from
its Instructors?
2) How do we improve our Driving Schools
so that we as Instructors can better
perform our job? (based on Instructor
survey results)
3) How do we improve our Driving Schools
in order to make them more enjoyable
and a better learning experience for our
students? (based on Student survey
results)
Bottom line, next to ‘Safety’, the key responsibility of your Chief Instructors is to
put the best possible person in the ‘right
seat’ of your car. You would probably be
surprised to find out how much effort we
put into fulfilling this responsibility. Why? I
tell Instructors all the time that the weather
at the school could be miserable, the
classroom material uninspiring and the
meal suspiciously average, but if they do
their job well their student will have a great

time, learn a lot and want to come back
and do it again. That is the job.
Continuous improvement. In some clubs,
once you become an instructor and get the
badge or jacket or whatever—that’s it—you
are an instructor, therefore, you must be
great! We take a slightly different approach.
We believe that the more practice you get,
the more training you receive and the more
you apply yourself to this highly demanding
vocation, the better an instructor you ‘may’
become. I tell this to Instructor Trainees
all the time. Think of how long it took you
to become a competent advanced driver.
Now, multiply that time by a factor of two
or three. That is how long it will take you to
become a competent Instructor.
On a typical Friday morning I match up
experienced instructors with newer instructors and put them in a car together.
We may work on specific driving skills or
more likely figure out ways to improve our
‘instructing skills’. One of the methods we
use to do this is ‘Role Play’. For example,
the Instructor who is driving the car
pretends she or he is a student. I will tell
the group that the ‘pretend student’ is in B
Group and has three main problems. The
pretend student does not tell the Instructor what those problems are before they
go on track. The instructor needs to first
quickly recognize what those problems are
and then immediately get to work fixing
them. After each session the instructors
debrief to see how well they both did in
the exercise. If this doesn’t sound like a
difficult thing to do, let me disabuse you of
any notion that it is easy.
There you have it. New Instructor
Training, learning new things at Instructor
Seminars and continuous improvement.
We are always looking for good people.
If you have the necessary experience
and are interested in learning a new very
demanding and very fulfilling skill, then talk
to your instructor and he or she will reach
out to me and I will contact you.

Advanced Driving School and Club Race

Advanced Driving School
and
Join
us at Calabogie
JulyRace
14-15-16,
2017
Advanced
DrivingClub
School
and
Club Race
us at Calabogie
July 14-15-16,
2017
Join us atJoin
Calabogie
July 14-15-16,
2017

"Another Exciting Driving Experience"
“Another
Exciting
Driving
Experience”
Exciting
Driving
Experience"
Event Details and"Another
Registration:
http://msreg.com/SummerSchool2017
Event Details
and Registration:
Event Details and Registration:
http://msreg.com/SummerSchool2017
http://msreg.com/SummerSchool2017
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BMW IS OUR PASSION.
At Pfaff, we’ve built a community of
people who love to own, drive, race and be
inspired by great cars. We don’t just sell
cars; we deliver extraordinary automotive
experiences – in every showroom, on

pfaffbmw.com
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the road, and on the track. If you drive or
aspire to a BMW, visit us and experience
the exceptional service and passion for
performance Pfaff has become famous for.

